A. T. VASQUEZ
[July below is this: one can assign an integer, n($), to each finite group $ such that the characteristic algebra of any ^-manifold is zero in dimensions greater than n(<&). In particular, if the dimension of the ^-manifold exceeds n(<£) t it necessarily bounds. It follows that for fixed <£ only finitely many ^-manifolds can fail to bound. A mild variant of the main theorem was conjectured by L. Auslander. I wish to thank him for framing the problem in this way as well as for many useful and stimulating conversations on this and related topics. NOTATION . A Bieberbach group is one having a normal subgroup of finite index which is a finitely generated abelian group. The groups which arise as fundamental groups of compact connected flat Riemannian manifolds are precisely the torsion-free Bieberbach groups. In such a group, those elements having only finitely many conjugates make up a normal subgroup of the prescribed type and (for geometric reasons) is called the translation subgroup. Its rank is the dimension of the group (again the terminology has geometric motivation although it is indeed the homological dimension of the group). The corresponding (finite) quotient group is the holonomy group. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose X is a ^-manifold and dimension X>n(<£>). Then X fibres over another compact connected flat Riemannian manifold having dimension ^ #(<£). Furthermore the fibre is a torus and the tangent bundle of X is induced from a bundle over the base manifold.

COROLLARY 2. If X is a ^-manifold, its characteristic algebra in dimensions greater than w(3>) is zero.
COROLLARY 3. If X is a ^-manifold and dim X>n($), then X bounds a manifold of one higher dimension.
COROLLARY 4. For each finite group $ at most finitely many ^-manifolds can fail to bound.
We remark that a relatively simple argument concerning StiefelWhitney numbers shows that whether a ^-manifold bounds or not is equivalent to asking the same question about a certain 3> 2 -rnanifold where $ 2 « the 2-Sylow subgroup of 3>. Corollary 3 can be "improved"
by "dim X>min (w(3>), #($2))." So little is known about n($), however, that this seems a futile exercise. Indeed, the only concrete fact known is that w(Z/2Z) = l and n(Z/2Z@Z/2Z)^6.
The proof of the theorem uses the homological machinery introduced in [2] . In that language, one is given a finite group $, a $-module M, and a special point a£if 2 [3] , to handle the case in which * is a group of prime order. (The point of view and language of [3] are wholly different however.) It is essentially elementary to pass from that special case to the general-the main difficulty being a suitable definition of w($).
